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Check Laptop
Battery Life

1

Often fall in love with the
brand and need to remember
the battery's condition. For
example, a good gaming
laptop can last at least 2
hours in used condition.

Feasibility
of Laptop
Screen and
Keyboard

2

Aprendre a programar no sols
és una habilitat necessària per
al segle XXI, sinó ajuda als
xiquets a resoldre problemes,
tirar mà de la seua creativitat,
millora el seu acte-estima i els
ensenya a pensar.

Request
Warranty

3

You can still get a guarantee
even if you buy a used gaming
laptop. Even though the store
does not guarantee it, you can
get it from the individual
whose laptop you bought.
Make an agreement on stamp
duty regarding the guarantee
and a specific time as
concrete evidence.

trabajaremos 
en grup
de forma
pràctica
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Check
Connectivity

4

Watch live as the laptop seller
checks connectivity. Whether
it's internet or wifi
connectivity, it can also be
Bluetooth connectivity, up to
the USB slot, earphone slot,
and so on. This is often
considered simple, even
though it is crucial for the
sustainability of a laptop used
to play games.
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Check Laptop
Battery Life

1

Often fall in love with the
brand and need to remember
the battery's condition. For
example, a good gaming
laptop can last at least 2
hours in used condition.

Feasibility
of Laptop
Screen and
Keyboard

2

Pay close attention to whether
the screen brightness setting
works appropriately, is stable,
and the image display is clear.
The keyboard is no less
critical. Do check one by one
the existing buttons whether it
works as they should. Also,
make sure it is smooth and
can be used properly without
any defects.

Request
Warranty

3

You can still get a guarantee
even if you buy a used gaming
laptop. Even though the store
does not guarantee it, you can
get it from the individual
whose laptop you bought.
Make an agreement on stamp
duty regarding the guarantee
and a specific time as
concrete evidence.

Laptop
Speaker
Sound Clarity

5

Are you playing games without
sound? It could be better, right?
This is why you need to check
that the used laptop you will buy
and the embedded speakers are
still good. Do a sound check to
play songs directly and use the
speakers alternately.

Check
Connectivity

4

Watch live as the laptop seller
checks connectivity. Whether
it's internet or wifi
connectivity, it can also be
Bluetooth connectivity, up to
the USB slot, earphone slot,
and so on. This is often
considered simple, even
though it is crucial for the
sustainability of a laptop used
to play games.
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